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Major open question

Does information complexity of a function equal
its communication complexity?
• If yes, then there is general compression
for interactive communication.

• If no, then interactive communication is
inherently incompressible.

Communication complexity

Communication complexity measures the amount of
communication that Alice (who knows x) and Bob
(who knows y) need to exchange in order to compute
f (x, y).

The record of all messages sent in some protocol π
is the transcript:

π(x, y) = (m1,m2,m3, · · · ,mn)
The communication complexity is the length (in
bits) of the transcript.

CC(π) = |π(x, y)|

The relation between distributional lower bounds

Information complexity

Information complexity measures the amount of in-
formation (loss of entropy), in bits, that Alice and
Bob reveal to each other in order to compute f (x, y).

IC(π) = I(X ; Π | Y ) + I(Y ; Π | X)

Popular lower bounds

• information complexity [2, 1, 3]
•partition [6]
• relaxed partition [7]
•partition+ [4]
•weak partition [4]
• relative discrepancy [5]
•discrepancy, rectangle, fooling set, etc.

How to use a bounding technique

Bounding techniques are calculable quantities with
known relations to either communication (CC) or
information (IC) complexities.

1 Define your technique, e. g. , “The partition
bound of f is given by the optimal value of the
following linear program: . . . ”

2 Show an upper bound with your technique
3 Show a lower bound with your technique

To show compression requires a bounding tech-
nique ζ(f ) such that

ζ(f ) ≤ IC(f ) ≤ CC(f ) ≤ ζ(f )
To show incompressibility requires a bounding
technique such that

IC(f ) < ζ(f ) < CC(f )

Distributional theorem [5]

There exists a function f and distribution µ s. t.
ICµ(f ) ≤ O(k)

2k ≤ relative discrepancyµ(f ) ≤ 2CC(f )

Discouraging theorem [4]

In the non-distributional (general) case, relative dis-
crepancy is bounded above by relaxed partition, so
it cannot be used to separate CC from IC.

Compare-it-all Theorem [4]

Relative discrepancy is equivalent to partition+ (see
diagram to the left).

Nondistributional bounds

Ask me about

This poster omits many details. Feel free to ask me
questions. In particular, you might be wondering:
• the difference between CC(π) and CC(f )
• the difference between distributional and
non-distributional settings

•how are these tools defined? what do they mean?
•what is this work useful for?
•what do all those arrows mean?
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